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Rock blasting vibration can cause harm to the surrounding environment. This article
aims to investigate the propagation and attenuation of vibration waves in the blasting
excavation of porous rock. Similarmaterials were used to simulate porous rockmedia
and indoor blasting experiments were conducted on 12 porous rock-like models
poured to estimate influences of the media material, porosity, moisture conditions,
and decoupling coefficient of blast holes on the propagation of blasting stress waves.
The results show that: 1) the crack propagation path of vibration waves in foam
ceramics similarmaterials (FC) is not a completely straight line: cracks tend to produce
a large deflection during the development process; 2) damagemodes of low-porosity
similar materials are mainly dominated by crack development, while damage and
failure of high-porosity similar materials involve crack expansion and crushed
fragments; 3) the peak vibration acceleration presents exponential decay with the
distance, which will not vary with changes in the media material, porosity, moisture
conditions, and the decoupling coefficient of blast holes; 4) the peak vibration
acceleration of cement-based similar materials (SM) demonstrates the exponential
decay coefficient of −1.4 ~ −1.0, the exponential decay coefficient of the peak
vibration acceleration for FC is −0.8 ~ −0.4. The peak vibration acceleration of
high-porosity similar material shows a faster decay rate, which is generally 0.3 less
than that of the low-porosity similar material; 5) the type of material exerts the most
significant controlling effect on the decay coefficient of peak vibration acceleration,
followed by the effects of porosity and degree of water saturation; the decoupling
coefficient of blast holes does not exert any significant influence on the decay of peak
vibration acceleration.
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1 Introduction

With the constant development of marine construction projects, it is an urgent demand
to excavate underwater rock foundations for projects under construction and to be
constructed, such as offshore wind power plants, cross-sea bridges, and deepwater ports.
Blasting is the main construction means for excavating rock foundations. Blasting, as an
artificial vibration source, may cause vibration in rocks and therefore harm the surrounding
environment (Bata, 1971; Takamatsu et al., 1982; Jaroslaw and Andrzej, 2015). This requires
that influences of blast vibration be considered during blasting excavation. In the meantime,
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marine rocks are mainly reef limestone characterized by high
porosity and low strength; because reef limestone formations are
far from the land and difficult to mine, it is difficult to collect large
samples of reef limestone (this itself may harm the marine ecological
environment). Considering this, it was necessary to use reef-
limestone-like porous materials to replace the original rock to
conduct experiments on the decay of the blasting vibration waves.

The propagation of blasting vibration waves in rock media is
influenced by multiple factors, such as the type of media, physical and
mechanical parameters, and the size and form of the blasting source (s).
The propagation characteristics of blasting vibration waves in various
media are generally studied through experiments and in situ tests (Yuan
et al., 2000), together with numerical simulation (Hu et al., 2021; Yang
et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2023) and theoretical research. In terms of
theoretical research (Allen et al., 1980; Murphy, 1982; Murphy, 1984;
Knight and Nolen Hoeksema, 1990; Tsw et al., 1995; Cadoret et al., 1998;
Knight et al., 1998), although themathematical theory for the propagation
of vibrationwaves in single-phasemedia has beenmature, it is complicated
when applied to resolve the propagation of vibration waves in practical

engineering media (including artificial materials, soil, and rocks). Most
real-world engineering media exhibit typical porous and multiphase
characteristics: solid particles form the solid skeletons, and the pores
between the skeletons are filled with liquid or gas with different
proportions. Such characteristic allows the presence of pores to exert
significant influences on the propagation characteristics of vibration waves
in media. With regard to experimental research, researchers have used
cement mortar specimens (Chen et al., 2018; Li et al., 2023), autoclaved
aerated concrete blocks (Chong et al., 2021) and in situ experiments (Gou
et al., 2019) to explore the absorption and decay effects of joints on blasting
stress waves. Through such experiments (Zhang et al., 2000; Kahriman,
2002; Kuzu, 2008; Triguerosa et al., 2017; Jayasinghe et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2022), the decay of peak vibration velocity with the distance was
studied by researchers based on numerous measurement data. In
summary, various similar materials are used to simulate rocks in
laboratory experiments to study the decay trend of vibration waves
therein. Different empirical equations for the decay of vibration waves
for guiding engineering design are mainly fitted using data from in situ
experiments through regression ofmeasurement data (Chong et al., 2019).

Combining with previous research results, the research selected
cement-based similar materials to simulate low-strength and high-
porosity reef limestone and foam ceramic similar materials to
simulate high-strength and high-porosity reef limestone. These
similar materials are characterized by advantages that enable
accurate control of porosity, controllable pore size, and allow
rapid preparation of specimens. Vibration acceleration sensors
were adopted to acquire abundant measurement data in
numerous model tests that resemble field experiments, so as to
reveal the decay during the propagation of vibration waves.

2 Theory of wave propagation in media

2.1 Characteristic equations of body waves

The propagation of vibration waves involves the kinetics of the
media. Microscopically, a porous medium comprises three phases
(solid, liquid and gas). Methods in the continuum mechanics were
introduced to the research. Analysis of a continuum assumes that
porous multi-phase media are continuous in the space and the three
phases (solid, liquid and gas) are completely overlapped and fill the
entire medium.

According to previous research results (Xie, 2021), the
characteristic equation for p waves in body waves is

m1l
6
P +m2l

4
P +m3l

2
P +m4 � 0 (1)

The characteristic equation of S waves is

m5l
2
S +m6 � 0 (2)

TABLE 1 Definition of parameters.

Symbol Definitions

E Explosive energy

ρe Explosive density

D Explosive detonation velocity

ρg Media density

cg Media sound velocity

σ Media strength

W Minimal resistant line

L The spacing between cartridge bags

r The distance between the vibration point and blasting point

E
σW3 Ratio of explosive energy to the work done by the destructive media

ρe
ρg

Explosive product and media inertia

D
cg

Ratio of the explosive detonation velocity to sound velocity

W
r

Ratio of the cartridge bag size to vibration distance

L
r

Ratio of the distribution space size to vibration distance

σ
ρgD

2 Ratio of the media strength to explosive detonation pressure

μ Energy per unit mass of explosives

α Decay coefficient, negative

TABLE 2 Mixing proportions of cement-based similarity models.

Mix design Cement-to-gypsum
ratio

Hydrogen peroxide-to-water
ratio (%)

Talc powder-to-water
ratio (%)

Water-to-binder
ratio

Fine aggregate
ratio

I (SD) 2 2 15 0.5 1/15

II (WL) 3.5 4

Note: the water-to-binder ratio denotes the mass ratio of water to cementitious material; fine aggregate ratio denotes the mass ratio of talc powder to sea sand.
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where m1 ~ m6 are undetermined coefficients; lP and lS separately
represent vectors of p and S waves. Eqs 1, 2 separately have three
solutions and one solution, respectively, indicating that there are
three p waves (P1, P2, P3) and one S wave in the porous multi-phase
media. The wave velocity c and the decay coefficient α of the four
body waves are calculated as follows:

ci � ω

Re li( ), αi � Im li( ), i � P1, P2, P3, S (3)

where Re and Im denote that the real part and imaginary part are
separately taken for li.

2.2 Vibration analysis of blasting medium

The physical parameters related to vibration of media caused by
explosive blasting include E, ρe,D, ρg, cg, σ,W,L, and r (Zhou, 2021),
which can bewritten as a function (Eq. 4) related to the vibration velocity
v. The definitions of parameters are shown in Table 1.

v � f E, ρe, D, ρg, cg, σ,W, L, r( ) (4)

Dimensional analysis indicates that the nine independent
physical quantities can constitute six dimensionless similar
parameters. To ensure dimensional homogeneity on both sides of
the equation, the ratio of two physical parameters (v/cg) was selected
as the left term of the equation, as shown in Eq. 5.

v

cg
� f

E

σW3
,
ρe
ρg
,
D

cg
,
W

r
,
L

r
,

σ

ρgD
2

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ (5)

Assuming that the properties of explosives and media remain
unchanged, influences of ρe

ρg
, Dcg, and

σ
ρgD

2 can be ignored. Meanwhile,
W
r and

L
r are finite ratios in generally cases. When substituting W and L

with r, the following relationship can be obtained according to Q � E
μ:

v

cg
� f

Q

σr3
( ) (6)

According blasting data, Eq. 6 can be fitted through regression
analysis:

v � M
r

Q1/3
( )α

,M is an undetermined constant (7)

It can be seen from Eq. 7 that the peak vibration velocity of media
has a power-exponential relationship with the distance. In engineering,
the vibration velocity v is generally used to describe the vibration

FIGURE 1
Self made and prefabricated similarity models.

TABLE 3 Designed experimental working conditions.

Working conditions Type of material Porosity (%) Moisture condition Decoupling coefficient

SM, FC Ⅰ, Ⅱ S, D 1, 2

Working condition no. Specific working conditions

1 SM-Ⅰ-20-S

2 SM-Ⅱ-20-S

3 FC-Ⅰ-10-S

4 FC-Ⅰ-20-S

5 FC-Ⅰ-10-D

6 FC-Ⅰ-20-D

7 FC-Ⅱ-10-S

8 FC-Ⅱ-20-S

9 SM-Ⅰ-20-D

10 SM-Ⅱ-20-D

11 FC-Ⅱ-10-D

12 FC-Ⅱ-20-D

Note: SM, represents a cement-based similarity model; FC, refers to a foam ceramic similarity model; Ⅰ and Ⅱ denote different mixing proportion schemes (in the case of different porosities); S

denotes natural saturation; D stands for dryness; 1 represents the diameter of blast holes, 10 mm; 2 is the diameter of blast holes, 20 mm. Among them, limited by the pouring workload of the

models, the working conditions of the decoupling coefficient of cement-based similarity models were designed to be 2.
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intensity, while the acceleration a has a more intuitive relationship with
the force (F � ma). Compared with the vibration velocity, the
acceleration not only can better describe the vibration intensity, but
also can directly describe the crushing of media due to vibration. By
referring to the relationship between the peak vibration velocity and
vibration distance in Eq. 7, the function between the peak vibration
acceleration and vibration distance was obtained experimentally.

3 Preparation of porous rock-like
models

3.1 Preparation of similarity models and
experimental conditions

According to previous research results of the authors (Luo et al.,
2023), the mix proportions (Table 2) were adopted to prepare the

cement-based similarity models. After being poured, the models
were cured at the room temperature for 28 days, followed by blasting
experiments.

Experiments were conducted on two different types of similarity
models prepared by the authors, including cement-based similarity
models and foam ceramic similarity models measuring 2000 mm ×
300 mm× 150 mm. A total of 12models were poured, including four
cement-based similarity models and eight foam ceramic similarity
models, as shown in Figure 1. Four experimental working conditions
were designed, which could be combined to 12 working conditions
(numbered 1 to 12, Table 3). Meanwhile, for typical commercial
explosives, the detonation pressure applied onto the hole walls at the
moment of detonation is easily to exceed 10 GPa (Zhu et al., 2007);
however, due to the low blast resistance of the two types of similarity
models and for the purpose of acquiring better results, detonators
(with the charge with a mass of 1 g) were used in the experiments,
which were detonated by blasters.

FIGURE 2
Sample preparation and mechanical testing.

TABLE 4 Basic physico-mechanical parameters of different models.

Model/Parameter Porosity (%) Elastic modulus (MPa) Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa) Speed of sound (m/s)

SM-Ⅰ 53.47 157 1.022 2,506

SM-Ⅱ 68.06 16 0.109 2,242

FC-Ⅰ 54.25 1,522 8.028 3,207

FC-Ⅱ 70.19 201 1.117 2,893
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3.2 Physico-mechanical parameter
measurement of two types of similarity
models

When pouring models, a cylindrical standard specimen measuring
100mm×50mmwasprepared for eachmodel sample (Figure 2; Table 4).

3.3 Experimental process

The experiment used the universal piezoelectric acceleration
sensor (Model is 1A102E, Maximum range is 5,000 m/s2, Frequency
range is 1–10000 Hz) from Jiangsu Donghua Testing Technology
Co., Ltd. (Figure 3).

One vibration acceleration sensor was arranged every
300 mm along the model length from the blast hole. After
being arranged, the sensors were linked to a signal acquisition
device to run and debug, so as to ensure that the signal
acquisition device and sensors are connected well and data
paths are clear (Figure 3).

The depth of blast holes in each model was 100 mm. Before
experiments, detonators measuring 50 mm × 10 mm were placed in
the blast holes, which were then stemmed. This can ensure that
conditions including the initial blasting load and energy were
similar.

The sampling frequency during the experiment is 200 KHZ. The
vibrations in an axis parallel to the blasting hole were detected within
the measurement range of the acceleration sensor.

FIGURE 3
Acceleration sensor layout and connection.

FIGURE 4
Crack propagation around blast holes.
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4 Blasting experiments and analysis of
results

4.1 Analysis of crack propagation and
fragmentation effect around blast holes

As shown in Figure 4, cracks tend to propagate along the direction of
propagation of blasting stress waves in the experiments on the two
materials and standard blasting craters are formed after blasting.

The crack propagation paths are not ideal straight lines in the two
types of similaritymodels, and they aremore curved in the foam ceramic
similarity models than in the cement-based similarity models. This is
probably because foam ceramic similarity models are more anisotropic,
so that the stress field is non-uniform. Meanwhile, because foam
ceramics have better cementation property and strength, cracks tend

to have a large deflection during the development process. Moreover,
huge energy is generated at the moment of blasting, while the energy
propagation is not symmetrical in the specimens, which may give rise to
an unbalanced stress field near the crack tips. Finally, the cracks may
deflect from their ideal linear propagation path.

Figure 5 shows that, because high-porosity foam ceramic
similarity models have significantly lower strengths than low-
porosity foam ceramic similarity models, the crushing effects of
the two after blasting differ: many fragments appear in the low-
strength similarity models, and the fragments are mainly blocky and
are ejected around the blast hole. Damage modes of high-strength
similarity models are mainly dominated by crack propagation, with
few fragments, manifest as small particles. The crushing effects in
the experiments are consistent with the measured strengths
(Table 4).

FIGURE 5
Explosion crushing effect of similarity models.

FIGURE 6
The influence of materials on the attenuation of vibration waves. (A) Moisture conditions. (B) Dry conditions.
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4.2 Analysis of vibration acceleration
characteristics for porous rock-like
materials

4.2.1 Influence of media material on vibration
acceleration

As shown in Figure 6A, the peak vibration acceleration of
cement-based similarity models and foam ceramic similarity
models both present exponential decay with distance under same
porosity, diameter of blast holes and moisture conditions. The
correlation coefficients R2 are separately 0.956, 0.993, 0.985,
and 0.974.

Taking comparison of the No. 1 and 4 broken lines in the
figure as an example, the absolute value of decay coefficient of
cement-based similarity models is 1.2 when the porosity is in
state Ⅰ (about 50%), the decoupling coefficient is 2 and natural
saturation is applied. It is larger than that of foam ceramic
similarity models (0.46). This indicates that the vibration
waves decay faster in cement-based similarity models than in
foam ceramic similarity models. This is because cement-based
similarity models have a lower cementation degree than foam

ceramic similarity models, so their wave-absorbing capacity is
stronger than foam ceramic similarity models. Meanwhile, the
results are also consistent with measured speeds of sound
(Table 3).

Besides, the No. 2 and 8 broken lines in Figures 6A, B show
that peak vibration acceleration exhibits exponential decay with
the distance in both cement-based and foam ceramic similarity
models under different porosities and moisture conditions. The
correlation coefficient R2 exceeds 0.95, suggesting a good
correlation. This conforms to the trend shown above;
meanwhile, it is found that the decay rate of peak vibration
acceleration in cement-based similarity models is faster than in
foam ceramic similarity models under all working conditions
assessed herein.

According to Figures 6A, B, due to the strong wave-
absorbing capacity, cement-based similarity models always
show small initial peak vibration acceleration than foam
ceramic similarity models. The decay coefficient of peak
vibration acceleration in the cement-based similarity models
is in the range of −1.4 to −1.0, while it is in the range
of −0.83 to −0.46 in foam ceramic similarity models.

FIGURE 7
The influence of porosity on the attenuation of vibration. (A) Cement-based materials. (B) Foam ceramic materials in moisture conditions. (C) Foam
ceramic materials in dry conditions.
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FIGURE 8
The influence of natural saturation on the attenuation of vibration. (A) Cement-based materials. (B) Foam ceramic materials with porosity of Ⅰ. (C)
Foam ceramic materials with porosity of Ⅱ.

FIGURE 9
The influence of the decoupling coefficient on the attenuation of vibration. (A) Foam ceramicmaterials with porosity of Ⅰ. (B) Foam ceramicmaterials
with porosity of Ⅱ.
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4.2.2 Influence of porosity on vibration
acceleration

As shown in Figure 7A, the peak vibration acceleration always
exhibits exponential decay with the distance in cement-based similarity
models with different porosities under conditions of the same material,
diameter of blast holes, and moisture conditions. The correlation
coefficients R2 are separately 0.956, 0.985, 0.995, and 0.998.

The comparison of the No. 1 and 2 broken lines in the figure is
taken as an example. The decay coefficient of the low-porosity similar
material has an absolute value of 1.2 when the medium is a cement-
based material, the decoupling coefficient is 2, and natural saturation is
adopted. It is smaller than that of the high-porosity similar material
(1.4), which indicates that vibration waves in the high-porosity cement-
based similarity models decay faster than in low-porosity cement-based
similarity models. This is because the energy of vibration waves is
dissipated rapidly in pores when the porosity is high, which reduces the
energy propagated as transient vibrations, leading to a reduction of the
peak acceleration. Meanwhile, the results also agree with measured
speeds of sound (Table 3).

The No. 9 and 10 broken lines in Figure 7A, together with Figures
7B, C demonstrate that the peak vibration acceleration always shows
exponential decay with distance in materials of different porosities
under conditions of different materials, different decoupling
coefficients, and different moisture conditions. The correlation
coefficient R2 exceeds 0.90, suggesting a good correlation.
Meanwhile, the peak vibration acceleration decays faster in the high-
porosity similarity models than in low-porosity similarity models under
various working conditions in the experiments.

Figures 7A–C show that the decay coefficient of peak vibration
acceleration in high-porosity similarity models is about 0.3 less than
that in low-porosity similarity models.

4.2.3 Influence of moisture conditions on vibration
acceleration

In the experiments, the similarity model was placed in a blasting
crater excavated in advance and natural saturation of the model was

achieved by injecting water in the crater and immersing the model
for 12 h. It was tested that the saturability of the six naturally
saturated similarity models is always below 50%.

As shown in Figure 8A, the peak vibration acceleration of
similarity models of different moisture conditions always
presents exponential decay with the distance under conditions
of same media material, diameter of blast holes and porosity. The
correlation coefficients R2 are separately 0.956, 0.995, 0.985,
and 0.998.

The comparison of No. 1 and 9 broken lines in the figure is
taken as an example. The absolute value of the decay coefficient
of naturally saturated similar models is 1.2 when the medium is
cement-based materials, the porosity is in state Ⅰ (about 50%),
and the decoupling coefficient is 2. It does not differ
significantly from that of dry similarity models (1.0). This
indicates that the decay of peak vibration acceleration in
naturally saturated cement-based similarity models does not
differ greatly from that in dry cement-based similarity models.
That is, the low saturability (lower than 50%) does not
significantly affect the decay of vibration in the cement-based
similarity models.

Besides, the No. 2 and 10 broken lines in Figure 8A, together
with Figures 8B, C show that the peak vibration acceleration
always exhibits exponential decay with the distance in similarity
models of different moisture conditions under different media,
different decoupling coefficients, and different porosities. The
correlation coefficient R2 exceeds 0.90, indicative of a good
correlation.

Figure 8A–C show that the decay coefficient of peak
vibration acceleration in the low-porosity similarity models
is comparable to that in dry similarity models. That is to say, the
low saturability (lower than 50%) does not significantly affect
the decay of peak vibration acceleration in the similarity models
under various working conditions in the experiments.

4.2.4 Influence of the decoupling coefficient of
blast holes on vibration acceleration

As shown in Figure 9A, the peak vibration acceleration of
foam ceramic similarity models of different decoupling
coefficients always exhibits exponential decay with distance
under the same media material, moisture conditions and
porosity. The correlation coefficients R2 are separately 0.986,
0.993, 0.907, and 0.957.

TABLE 5 Orthogonal experimental design table.

Level Type of material Porosity (%) Moisture content

1 SM Ⅰ (About 50) S

2 FC Ⅱ (About 70) D

TABLE 6 Orthogonal experimental results and range analysis.

No. Type of material Porosity Moisture content Decay coefficient

1 SM Ⅰ S 1.205

2 SM Ⅱ D 1.365

3 FC Ⅰ D 0.485

4 FC Ⅱ S 0.827

The mean values of level 1 1.285 0.845 1.016

The mean values of level 2 0.656 1.096 0.925

Range 0.629 0.251 0.091
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Comparison of the No. 3 and 4 broken lines in the figure is
taken as an example. The absolute value of decay coefficient of
the similarity models with a decoupling coefficient of 1 is
0.42 when the medium is foam ceramics, the porosity is in
state Ⅰ (about 50%), and natural saturation is adopted; this
matches results from similarity models with a decoupling
coefficient of 2 (0.46). This indicates that the vibration waves
differ slightly in similarity models of different decoupling
coefficients, that is, the decoupling coefficient does not
significantly influence the decay of vibration in the foam
ceramic similarity models.

Moreover, the No. 5 and 6 broken lines in Figures 9A, B
show that the peak vibration acceleration always exhibits
exponential decay with distance in foam ceramic similarity
models with different decoupling coefficients under different
moisture conditions and different porosities. The correlation
coefficient R2 is always greater than 0.90, suggesting a good
correlation.

Figures 9A, B show that the decay coefficient of peak
vibration acceleration in the foam ceramic similarity models
with a decoupling coefficient of 1 is comparable to that with the
decoupling coefficient of 2. That is, under various working
conditions in the experiments, the decoupling coefficient
does not apparently influence the decay of peak vibration
acceleration in the foam ceramic similarity models.

4.2.5 Sensitivity analysis of influencing factors for
the decay of vibration acceleration

The method of solving the range of various factors is
generally used in multi-condition experiments to compare
influences of various factors on the results (Dong et al.,
2012). The above experimental results demonstrate that the
decoupling coefficient of blast holes exerts little influence on the
decay of peak vibration acceleration. Combining the actual
working conditions in the experiments and the experimental
results, the mean and the difference between the maximum and
minimum of the decay coefficient corresponding to other three
factors at two levels were calculated, that is, the range of a factor
for the decay coefficient was ascertained. A large range indicates
that the corresponding factor significantly affects the decay
coefficient, and the vice versa (Xu et al., 2016). An
orthogonal experimental table L4 (23) (Table 5) was designed,
and the experimental results are listed in Table 6.

The mean and range of each factor influencing the decay
coefficient at each level were calculated, and the results are listed
in Table 6; the type of material shows the largest range, followed
successively by the porosity and moisture conditions. This
indicates that the type of material exerts an obvious
controlling effect on the decay coefficient of peak vibration
acceleration; porosity exerts a certain controlling effect on the
decay coefficient; while the moisture conditions only slightly
affect the decay coefficient.

5 Conclusion

Based on previous research into a similarity model of porous reef
limestone media, 12 porous rock-like material models were poured.
The propagation and decay of blasting vibration waves in porous
rock media were experimentally investigated by respectively
considering factors such as porous media material, porosity,
moisture conditions, and decoupling coefficient of blast holes.
The following key conclusions were drawn:

(1) The foam ceramic similarity model has strong
heterogeneity, while also exhibiting better cementation
and strength than the cement-based similarity model.
This gives rise to an uneven stress distribution of the
material, causing the stress-wave propagation path to
deviate from a straight line, and cracks to tend to
undergo a larger deflection. As high-porosity similarity
models are weaker, their large fragments after blasting
were found to be ejected from surrounding blast holes,
which is different from the grain fragments arising from
low-porosity similarity models; damage modes of low-
porosity similarity models are mainly dominated by
crack propagation; while high-porosity similarity models
present crack propagation and much more crushing
damage;

(2) Through fitting experimental data, the peak blast vibration
accelerations of two types of similarity models all show
exponential decay with the distance. The correlation
coefficient R2 exceed 0.95, suggesting favorable correlation;
this trend is unaffected by porosity, moisture conditions, and
the decoupling coefficient of blast holes. The decay
coefficient of the peak vibration acceleration for the
cement-based similarity models is between −1.4 and −1.0,
while that for the foam ceramic similarity models lies
between −0.8 and −0.4. The decay rate of the peak
vibration acceleration in the cement-based similarity
models is faster than that in the foam ceramic similarity
models; likewise, the decay rate of the peak vibration
acceleration in the high-porosity similarity models is faster
than that in the low-porosity similarity models: the decay
coefficient of the high-porosity similarity models is 0.3 less
than that of the low-porosity similarity models;

(3) A range analysis method was used to assess the sensitivity of
influencing factors such as media material, porosity,
moisture conditions, and the decoupling coefficient of
blast holes to blast vibration responses. The results
indicate that the type of material exerts a significant
controlling effect on the decay coefficient of peak
vibration acceleration, followed by the influences of
porosity and water saturation; while the decoupling
coefficient of blast holes exerts little influence on the
decay coefficient of peak vibration acceleration.
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